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"Thanks"
Thanks Technology Solutions for being there even though the campus is closed! -- UIC Student

"Great"
You all do a great job. I have been working primarily remotely in Michigan for the past three years, so all of my Technology Solutions help requests need to be done remotely. You are life savers! Thank you. -- UIC Staff

"Helpful"
Technology Solutions has been incredibly helpful. I've never worked with such determined, kind, patient, helpful IT people. -- UIC Staff
Dear Students, Faculty and Staff,

The Champaign-Urbana Public Health District (CUPHD) today announced two separate confirmed cases of COVID-19 in our university community. Both individuals are employees. The first was last on campus on March 13. That individual was tested on March 15, received medical treatment and has been in self-quarantine at home since that time. CUPHD has traced the activities of the individual prior to the self-quarantine and contacted the students, employees and community members who may have been in close proximity to the individual. But in this case, the CUPHD believes the risk of transmission is very low. The second employee was tested on March 18. In this case, CUPHD reports this individual has not had any contact with others, is in self-quarantine and the risk of transmission is very low. Federal health privacy laws prevent us from sharing any other information about individuals who have tested positive.

New Twice-weekly Testing Requirement in Effect

From the UIS Covid-19 Rapid Response Team:

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff —

As a reminder, beginning this week, individuals who meet the below criteria are required to test at the UIS saliva testing site TWICE per week, preferably at least one day a part (see below for recommended testing schedules).
Rising to the Challenge Podcast
Saliva-Based COVID Testing: A Shield Illinois/DPS 109 Town Hall
Today's Distinguished Panelists
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Mr. Ron Watkins
Managing Director, SHIELD Illinois
February 24, 2021
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Interim Vice President for Economic Development and Innovation
University of Illinois
346 Henry Administration Building, MC-365
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ASPIRE & ACHIEVE
VISIT US VIRTUALLY

Info Sessions, Tours, Videos, Stories & More
University of Illinois Springfield Overview
Congratulations! You’re officially a graduate of the University of Illinois Springfield. We’re celebrating you today, together virtually in Prairie Star spirit. You’ve earned this day, and we couldn’t be more proud.
Safe water
Clean air
Healthy rivers and wildlife
Sustainable energy solutions
Improve transportation infrastructure
Fight agricultural pests
Fight insect-borne diseases
Due to COVID-19, the University of Illinois Foundation was unable to host the 85th Annual Meeting in Urbana last October. For the first time in its history the Foundation held a virtual Annual Meeting. And while UIF business has been able to continue virtually, the Foundation is looking forward to being able to reconnect and reunite with our altogether extraordinary supporters in person as soon as it is safe to do so.

To watch the Foundation’s 85th Annual Business Meeting, please visit: uif.illinois.edu/AM2020.
Coffee with Killeen: State Priorities
Friday, March 5
9:00 a.m. CST

The University of Illinois System invites you to join President Tim Killeen for a conversation about the system’s state legislative agenda for the new Illinois General Assembly. This webinar will include a question-and-answer session where you can submit questions for President Killeen to answer.
MY THANKS
TO EVERYONE!
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